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The new Asian corporation has emerged, and Westerners who currently do business in Asia or
contemplate doing so would do well to take heed of the new Asian business model or risk
being left behind. Here, author Michael Hamlin takes a close look at the revolutionary new
business models Asia's best companies are adopting, the challenges they still face and, most
of all, the challenges posed to their Western competitors. From organizational structure to
strategy, this book provides in-depth portraits of Asia's leading companies and provides
specific strategies Western managers can use to best their Asian competitors or successfully
enter the new Asian market.
For undergraduate courses on the Principles of Marketing. An introduction to the world of
marketing using a proven, practical, and engaging approach Marketing: An Introduction shows
students how customer value--creating it and capturing it--drives every effective marketing
strategy. Using an organization and learning design that includes real-world examples and
information that help bring marketing to life, the text gives readers everything they need to
know about marketing in an effective and engaging total learning package. The Thirteenth
Edition reflects the latest trends in marketing, including new coverage on online, social media,
mobile, and other digital technologies, leaving students with a richer understanding of basic
marketing concepts, strategies, and practices. Also Available with MyMarketingLabTM This
title is also available with MyMarketingLab--an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
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a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts. NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMarketingLab does not
come packaged with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and
MyMarketingLab search for: 0134472497 / 9780134472492 Marketing: An Introduction Plus
MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card Package Package consists of:
013414953X / 9780134149530 Marketing: An Introduction 0134132351 / 9780134132358
MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -- Access Card -- for Marketing: An Introduction
Search has changed everything. Has your business harnessed itsfull potential? A business's
search strategy can have a dramatic impact on howconsumers interact with that business. But
even more importantly,search engine activity provides amazingly useful data aboutcustomer
behavior, needs, and motivations. In this non-technicalbook for executives, business owners,
and marketers, search enginestrategy guru Vanessa Fox—who created Google's portal forsite
owners, Google Webmaster Central—explains what everymarketer or business owner needs to
understand about searchrankings, search data, comprehensive search strategies,
andintegrating your strategy into the businesses processes. Updated statistics, tools, and
recommendations Details about the latest changes from Google, Bing, and theoverall search
landscape Explanation and recommendations related to Google's substantialnew search
algorithm, know as "Panda" Discussion of the changing landscape of the integration ofsearch
and social media, including the addition of Google+ to themix Traditional marketing isn't
enough anymore. Businesses need toevolve as customer behavior evolves. Marketing in the
Age ofGoogle shows you how.
FINANCE Created by the experienced author team of Frank Fabozzi and Pamela Peterson
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Drake, Finance examines the essential elements of this discipline and makes them accessible
to a wide array of readers—from seasoned veterans looking for a review to newcomers needing
to get their footing in finance. Divided into four comprehensive parts, this reliable resource
opens with a detailed discussion of the basic tools of investing and financing decisionmaking—financial mathematics and financial analysis. After this informative introduction, you'll
quickly become familiar with the three primary areas of finance—capital markets (Part II),
financial management (Part III), and investment/asset management (Part IV)—and discover
how these different areas are interconnected. Finance is a well-rounded guide to this dynamic
field. The straightforward insights found here will put you in a better position to understand
what the principles of modern finance are and how they can be used to make the right
decisions when managing risk and return in today's complex financial environment.
The 6th edition of Principles of Marketing makes the road to learning and teaching marketing
more effective, easier and more enjoyable than ever. Today’s marketing is about creating
customer value and building profitable customer relationships. With even more new Australian
and international case studies, engaging real-world examples and up-to-date information,
Principles of Marketing shows students how customer value–creating and capturing it–drives
every effective marketing strategy. The 6th edition is a thorough revision, reflecting the latest
trends in marketing, including new coverage of social media, mobile and other digital
technologies. In addition, it covers the rapidly changing nature of customer relationships with
both companies and brands, and the tools marketers use to create deeper consumer
involvement.
An Ingredient Brand is exactly what the name implies: an ingredient or component of a product
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that has its own brand identity. This is the first comprehensive book that explains how
Ingredient Branding works and how brand managers can successfully improve the
performance of component marketing. The authors have examined more than one hundred
examples, analyzed four industries and developed nine detailed case studies to demonstrate
the viability of this marketing innovation. The new concepts and principles can easily be
applied by professionals. In the light of the success stories of Intel, GoreTex, Dolby, TetraPak,
Shimano, and Teflon it can be expected that component suppliers will increasingly use
Ingredient Branding strategies in the future.
A thorough update to a best-selling text emphasizing how marketing solves a wide range of
health care problems There has been an unmet need for a health care marketing text that
focuses on solving real-world health care problems. The all new second edition of Strategic
Marketing for Health Care Organizations meets this need by using an innovative approach
supported by the authors' deep academic, health management, and medical experience.
Kotler, Stevens, and Shalowitz begin by establishing a foundation of marketing management
principles. A stepwise approach is used to guide readers through the application of these
marketing concepts to a physician marketing plan. The value of using environmental analysis
to detect health care market opportunities and threats then follows. Readers are shown how
secondary and primary marketing research is used to analyze environmental forces affecting a
wide range of health care market participants. The heart of the book demonstrates how health
management problems are solved using marketing tools and the latest available market data
and information. Since the health care market is broad, heterogenous, and interconnected, it is
important to have a comprehensive perspective. Individual chapters cover marketing for
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consumers, physicians, hospitals, health tech companies, biopharma companies, and social
cause marketing – with strategies in this last chapter very relevant to the Covid-19 pandemic.
Each chapter gives readers the opportunity to improve marketing problem-solving skills
through discussion questions, case studies, and exercises.
Revised edition of Marketing management, 2012.
According to Kotler distills the essence of marketing guru Philip Kotler's wisdom and years of
experience into question and answer format. Based on the thousands of questions Kotler has
been asked over the years by clients, students, business audiences, and journalists, the book
reveals the revolutionary thinking of one of the profession's most revered experts.
Marketing Management is the gold standard marketing text because its content and
organization consistently reflect the latest changes in today’s marketing theory and practice.
The text consistently delivers on its brand promise: to be the first to reflect changes in
marketing theory and practice. The Companion Website is not included with the purchase of
this product. Important Notice: The digital edition of this book is missing some of the images
found in the physical edition.
This book offers a fresh perspective on understanding how successful business strategies are
crafted. It provides insights into the challenges and opportunities present in changing Asian
business environments. Concepts are presented through models and frameworks. These are
illustrated through case studies showcasing a broad spectrum of Asian businesses, ranging
from manufacturing to logistics planning to retailing and services. Readers will be able to
understand the problems faced by Asian companies, and to apply useful conceptual tools to
formulate effective strategies in solving them.
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How to compete in the right space for greater profitability and growth The Internet, mobile
technology, the ubiquity of information and the availability of big data have dramatically
increased the speed and impact of success and failure. Companies today know that they must
be competitive, but precisely where, and more importantly how, to compete is not always easy
to identify—until now. Compete Smarter, Not Harder explains how to prioritize market
opportunities so that a company's strengths in one area can be leveraged across multiple
markets. Using cutting-edge academic research and extensive industry practice, author
William Putsis outlines the strategic decisions needed to determine which space provides the
best margins, overall profitability, and growth potential. Details a step-by-step process for
strategic prioritization, from strategic market selection to the tactics of execution, providing
competitive advantage across markets Written by Doctor William Putsis, a professor of
marketing, economics, and business strategy at the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,
who has consulted and led executive development efforts with leading companies throughout
the world Prioritize with conviction. Make absolutely sure that all of your hard work goes toward
the right space.
Marketing's undisputed doyen offers an unbeatable guide on what not to do As the cost of
marketing rises, its effectiveness is in decline. CEOs want a return on their marketing
investment, but can't be sure their marketing efforts are even working. Truly, marketers have to
shape up or watch their business go south. In this clear and comprehensive guide, renowned
marketing expert Philip Kotler identifies the ten most common-and most damaging-mistakes
marketers make, and how to avoid them. But these ten mistakes are much more than simple
mess-ups; they're glaring deficiencies that prevent companies from succeeding in the
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marketplace. In Ten Deadly Marketing Sins, Kotler covers each sin in-depth in its own chapter
and offers practical, proven guidance for reversing them. Marketers will learn how to stay
market-focused and customer-driven, fully understand their customers, keep track of the
competition, manage relationships with stakeholders, find new opportunities, develop effective
marketing plans, strengthen product and service policies, build brands, get organized, and use
technology to the fullest. Covering crucial topics every marketer must understand, Ten Deadly
Marketing Sins is a must-have for anyone who want to remain competitive in an increasingly
challenging marketplace. Packed with the kind of marketing wisdom only Kotler can provide,
this is an indispensable resource for every company-and every marketer-who wants to develop
better products, better marketing plans, and better customer relationships. Ten Deadly
Marketing Sins is an unbeatable resource from the most respected thinker in modern
marketing. Philip Kotler (Chicago, IL) is the S. C. Johnson Distinguished Professor of
International Marketing at Northwestern University's Kellogg Graduate School of Management
and the author of 15 books, including Marketing Insights from A to Z (0-471-26867-4) and
Lateral Marketing (0-471-45516-4), both published by Wiley.
ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review your course syllabus to
ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's MyLab & Mastering
products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual schools, and
registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided by your
instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages Access
codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when purchasing or
renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before completing your
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purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an access code, the
access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to purchase a new
access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers other than Pearson
carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously redeemed code. Check with
the seller prior to purchase. -- Stay on the cutting-edge with the gold standard text that reflects
the latest in marketing theory and practice. Marketing Management is the gold standard
marketing text because its content and organization consistently reflect the latest changes in
today's marketing theory and practice. Remaining true to its gold-standard status, the
fourteenth edition includes an overhaul of new material and updated information, and now is
available with mymarketinglab-Pearson's online tutorial and assessment platform. 0133764044
/ 9780133764048 Marketing Management Plus 2014 MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -Access Card Package Package consists of: 0132102927 / 9780132102926 Marketing
Management 0133766721 / 9780133766721 2014 MyMarketingLab with Pearson eText -Access Card -- for Marketing Management
This world-wide best-selling book highlights the most recent trends and developments in global
marketing--with an emphasis on the importance of teamwork between marketing and all the
other functions of the business. It introduces new perspectives in successful strategic market
planning, and presents additional company examples of creative, market-focused, and
customer-driven action. Coverage includes a focus on marketing in the 21st Century that
introduces the new ideas, tools and practices companies will need to successfully operate in
the New Millenium. Chapter topics discuss building customer satisfaction, market-oriented
strategic planning, analyzing consumer markets and buyer behavior, dealing with the
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competition, designing pricing strategies and programs, and managing the sales force. For
marketing managers who want to increase their understanding of the major issues of strategic,
tactical, and administrative marketing--along with the opportunities and needs of the
marketplace in the years ahead.
A Down-to-Earth Approach James Henslin shares the excitement of sociology in Essentials of
Sociology: A Down-to-Earth Approach, 11/e. With his acclaimed "down-to-earth" approach and
personal writing style, the author highlights the sociology of everyday life and its relevance to
students' lives. With wit, personal reflection, and illuminating examples, Henslin stimulates
students' sociological imagination so they can better perceive how the pieces of society fit
together. In addition to this trademark down-to-earth approach, other distinctive features
include: comparative perspectives, the globalization of capitalism, and visual presentations of
sociology. MySocLab is an integral part of the Henslin learning program. Engaging activities
and assessments provide a teaching a learning system that helps students see the world
through a sociological lens. With MySocLab, students can develop critical thinking skills
through writing, explore real-world data through the new Social Explorer, and watch the latest
entries in the Core Concept Video Series. Revel from Pearson is a new learning experience
designed for the way today's students read, think, and learn. Revel redesigns familiar and
respected course content and enriches it for today's students with new dynamic, rich-media
interactives and assessments. The result is improved student engagement and improved
learning. Revel for Henslin will be available for Fall 2014 classes. This program will provide a
better teaching and learning experience-for you and your students. It: Personalizes Learning
with MySocLab: MySocLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment program. It helps
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students prepare for class and instructor gauge individual and class performance. Explores a A
Down-to-Earth Approach: This title highlights the sociology of everyday life and its relevance to
students' lives. Improves Critical Thinking: Features throughout help build critical thinking skills.
Understands Social Change: An important theme of the text, social change over time,
examines what society was previously like, how it has changed, and what the implications are
for the present and future. ALERT: Before you purchase, check with your instructor or review
your course syllabus to ensure that you select the correct ISBN. Several versions of Pearson's
MyLab & Mastering products exist for each title, including customized versions for individual
schools, and registrations are not transferable. In addition, you may need a CourseID, provided
by your instructor, to register for and use Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products. Packages
Access codes for Pearson's MyLab & Mastering products may not be included when
purchasing or renting from companies other than Pearson; check with the seller before
completing your purchase. Used or rental books If you rent or purchase a used book with an
access code, the access code may have been redeemed previously and you may have to
purchase a new access code. Access codes Access codes that are purchased from sellers
other than Pearson carry a higher risk of being either the wrong ISBN or a previously
redeemed code. Check with the seller prior to purchase.
Marketing Management 14e is the #1 selling marketing management textbook worldwide and it
consistently delivers on its brand promise: to be the first to reflect changes in marketing theory
and practice.
For undergraduate principles of marketing courses. This ISBN is for the bound textbook, which
students can rent through their bookstore. An introduction to marketing using a practical and
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engaging approach Marketing: An Introduction shows students how customer value -- creating
it and capturing it -- drives effective marketing strategies. The 14th Edition reflects the major
trends and shifting forces that impact marketing in this digital age of customer value,
engagement, and relationships, leaving students with a richer understanding of basic
marketing concepts, strategies, and practices. Through updated company cases, Marketing at
Work highlights, and revised end-of-chapter exercises, students are able to apply marketing
concepts to real-world company scenarios. This title is also available digitally as a standalone
Pearson eText, or via Pearson MyLab Marketing which includes the Pearson eText. These
options give students affordable access to learning materials, so they come to class ready to
succeed. Contact your Pearson rep for more information.
Place yourself in the midst of today's fast-paced exhilarating world of advertising with
O'Guinn/Allen/Semenik/Close's ADVERTISING AND INTEGRATED BRAND PROMOTION,
7E. This powerful and practical cutting-edge text draws from the authors' vast experiences in
the boardroom and classroom to give you intriguing insights into advertising in the real world.
With ADVERTISING AND INTEGRATED BRAND PROMOTION, 7E you'll see how good
advertising is the result of hard work and careful planning. The comprehensive online
companion to the printed text provides integrated discussion of video and other medium
heretofore unavailable to be illustrated in traditional print delivery. A leader for its emphasis on
integrated brand promotion, this edition combines a solid understanding of advertising strategy
and important theory with real-world applications. The book's integrated learning experience
gives you hands-on practice putting chapter concepts into action. This clearly written text
brings a solid understanding of advertising strategy to life with more dynamic visuals and
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graphic examples than ever before. Today's most contemporary ads and exhibits combine with
coverage of the latest practices and industry developments, including social media, design
thinking, and an emphasis on globalization. The book's focus on real advertising practice is
reflected in the book's contents that follows the same process as an advertising agency. Trust
ADVERTISING AND INTEGRATED BRAND PROMOTION, 7E to equip you with the tools,
knowledge, and practice to get results in advertising and business today. Important Notice:
Media content referenced within the product description or the product text may not be
available in the ebook version.
Rediscover the fundamentals of marketing from the best in the business In Marketing 5.0, the
celebrated promoter of the “Four P’s of Marketing,” Philip Kotler, explains how marketers can
use technology to address customers’ needs and make a difference in the world. In a new age
when marketers are struggling with the digital transformation of business and the changing
behavior of customers, this book provides marketers with a way to integrate technological and
business model evolution with the dramatic shifts in consumer behavior that have happened in
the last decade. Following the pattern presented in his bestselling Marketing X.0 series, Philip
Kotler covers the crucial topics necessary to understand modern marketing, including: ·
Artificial Intelligence for marketing automation · Agile marketing · “Segments of one” marketing
· Contextual technology · Facial recognition and voice tech for marketing · The future of
Customer Experience (CX) · Transmedia storytelling · The “Whatever-Whenever-Wherever”
service delivery · “Everything-As-A-Service” business model · Internet of Things and
blockchain for marketing · Virtual and augmented reality marketing · Corporate activism Perfect
for traditional and digital marketers, as well as students and teachers of marketing and
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business, Marketing 5.0 reinvigorates the field of marketing with actionable recommendations
and unique insights.
Designing strategies for global competition; Global marketing programs; Organizing and
controlling global marketing operations; Special issues in global marketing.
Marketing ManagementPearson College Division
This book is not available as a print inspection copy. To download an e-version click here or for
more information contact your local sales representative. Get 12 months FREE access to an
interactive eBook when purchasing the paperback* Previous edition winner of the British Book
Design and Production Award for "Best Use of Cross Media 2014" This easy to use resource
allows students to switch from digital to the print text and back again, opening windows to the
world of marketing through cases that are vibrant and engaged, links that allow students to
explore topics in more detail and content to encourage relating theory to practice. Recognizing
the importance of ongoing technological and social developments and the increasing
connectedness of consumers that has profound implications for the way marketing operates
and students learn, the 4th edition demystifies key technologies and terminology,
demonstrating where and how emerging digital marketing techniques and tools fit in to
contemporary marketing planning and practice. The new edition welcomes a new 3rd author
and has been fully updated to include: 31 New case studies (including 5 new end of chapter
and 26 new ‘focus boxes’), featuring a greater number of case studies from digital/social
media marketing, Uber and the sharing economy, Google and crowdsourcing and Amazon’s
drone delivery service. Even more content on digital marketing integrated throughout, including
key issues such as social media, mobile marketing, co-creation, cutting edge theory. A fully
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updated and streamlined interactive eBook led by student feedback. Focus boxes throughout
the text such as Global, Consumer, B2B and Ethical - all with a greater emphasis on digital
communication - reinforce key marketing trends and relate theory to practice. Each chapter
also ends with a case study revolving around topics, issues and companies that students can
relate to such as Taylor Swift taking on Spotify. The new edition comes packed with features
that can be used in class or uploaded onto a course management system and which students
can use in their own self-directed study. Furthermore, the book is complemented by a FREE
interactive eBook with access to web links, video links, SAGE journal articles, MCQ’s,
podcasts and flashcards, allowing access on the go and encouraging learning and retention
whatever the learning style. Suitable as core reading for undergraduate marketing students.
*Interactivity only available through Vitalsource eBook included as part of paperback product
(ISBN 9781526426321). Access not guaranteed on second-hand copies (as access code may
have previously been redeemed).
Features of the fourth edition of The Marketing Plan Handbook include: Your Marketing Plan,
Step-by-Step - This new feature guides you through the development of an individualized
marketing plan, providing assistance in generating ideas, and challenging you to think critically
about the issues. Model of the Marketing Planning Process - A new conceptual model of the
planning process serves as an organizing figure for the book. The model helps you visulize the
connections between the steps and to focus on the three key outcomes of any marketing plan:
to provide value, to build relationships, and to make a difference to stakeholders. Sample
Marketing plan - the updated sample plan for the SonicSuperphone, a multimedia,
multifunction smartphone, illustrates the content and organization of a typical marketing plan.
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Practical Planning Tips - Every chapter includes numerous tips that emphasize practical
aspects of planning and specific issues to consider when developing a marketing plan. Chapter
Checklists - Prepare for planning by answering the questions in each chapter's checklist as you
create your own marketing plan. There are 10 checklists in all, covering a wide range of steps
in the planning.
Today's headlines report cities going bankrupt, states running large deficits, and nations stuck
in high debt and stagnation. Philip Kotler, Donald Haider, and Irving Rein argue that thousands
of "places" -- cities, states, and nations -- are in crisis, and can no longer rely on national
industrial policies, such as federal matching funds, as a promise of jobs and protection. When
trouble strikes, places resort to various palliatives such as chasing grants from state or federal
sources, bidding for smokestack industries, or building convention centers and exotic
attractions. The authors show instead that places must, like any market-driven business,
become attractive "products" by improving their industrial base and communicating their
special qualities more effectively to their target markets. From studies of cities and nations
throughout the world, Kotler, Haider, and Rein offer a systematic analysis of why so many
places have fallen on hard times, and make recommendations on what can be done to
revitalize a place's economy. They show how "place wars" -- battles for Japanese factories,
government projects, Olympic Games, baseball team franchises, convention business, and
other economic prizes -- are often misguided and end in wasted money and effort. The hidden
key to vigorous economic development, the authors argue, is strategic marketing of places by
rebuilding infrastructure, creating a skilled labor force, stimulating local business
entrepreneurship and expansion, developing strong public/private partnerships, identifying and
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attracting "place compatible" companies and industries, creating distinctive local attractions,
building a service-friendly culture, and promoting these advantages effectively. Strategic
marketing of places requires a deep understanding of how "place buyers" -- tourists, new
residents, factories, corporate headquarters, investors -- make their place decisions. With this
understanding, "place sellers" -- economic development agencies, tourist promotion agencies,
mayor's offices -- can take the necessary steps to compete aggressively for place buyers. This
straightforward guide for effectively marketing places will be the framework for economic
development in the 1990s and beyond.
Innovation is a responsibility normally assigned to R&D departments but this is not enough.
Companies need a systematic framework so innovation can occur at different levels of the
organization. The world's leading expert in marketing and innovation Philip Kotler, and
Fernando Trias de Bes together present a revolutionary model for innovation.
Since 1969, Philip Kotler's marketing text books have been read as the marketing gospel, as
he has provided incisive and valuable advice on how to create, win and dominate markets. In
KOTLER ON MARKETING, he has combined the expertise of his bestselling textbooks and
world renowned seminars into this practical all-in-one book, covering everything there is to
know about marketing. In a clear, straightforward style, Kotler covers every area of marketing
from assessing what customers want and need in order to build brand equity, to creating loyal
long-term customers. For business executives everywhere, KOTLER ON MARKETING will
become the outstanding work in the field. The secret of Kotler's success is in the readability,
clarity, logic and precision of his prose, which derives from his vigorous scientific training in
economics, mathematics and the behavioural sciences. Each point and chapter is plotted
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sequentially to build, block by block, on the strategic foundation and tactical superstructure of
the book.
NOTE: You are purchasing a standalone product; MyMarketingLab does not come packaged
with this content. If you would like to purchase both the physical text and MyMarketingLab
search for ISBN-10: 0134058496/ISBN-13: 9780134058498 . That package includes ISBN-10:
0133856461/ISBN-13: 9780133856460 and ISBN-10: 0133876802/ISBN-13: 9780133876802."
""For undergraduate and graduate courses in marketing management. " The gold standard for
today's marketing management student. Stay on the cutting-edge with the gold standard text
that reflects the latest in marketing theory and practice. The world of marketing is changing
everyday-and in order for students to have a competitive edge, they need a textbook that
reflects the best of today's marketing theory and practices."Marketing Management" is the gold
standard marketing text because its content and organization consistently reflect the latest
changes in today's marketing theory and practice. The Fifteenth edition is fully integrated with
MyMarketingLab and is updated where appropriate to provide the most comprehensive,
current, and engaging marketing management text as possible. Also available with
MyMarketingLab(TM)MyMarketingLab is an online homework, tutorial, and assessment
program designed to work with this text to engage students and improve results. Within its
structured environment, students practice what they learn, test their understanding, and pursue
a personalized study plan that helps them better absorb course material and understand
difficult concepts.

For graduate courses in Nonprofit Marketing and Management. This best-selling text
focuses on the impact of nonprofit marketing in the social sector and the growing
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intersection between nonprofit management and the business world.
An introduction to marketing concepts, strategies and practices with a balance of depth
of coverage and ease of learning. Principles of Marketing keeps pace with a rapidly
changing field, focussing on the ways brands create and capture consumer value.
Practical content and linkage are at the heart of this edition. Real local and international
examples bring ideas to life and new feature 'linking the concepts' helps students test
and consolidate understanding as they go. The latest edition enhances understanding
with a unique learning design including revised, integrative concept maps at the start of
each chapter, end-of-chapter features summarising ideas and themes, a mix of mini
and major case studies to illuminate concepts, and critical thinking exercises for
applying skills.
"Using the most current concepts, up-to-date data, and a wide range of examples, this
authoritative text illustrates how excellent management strategies lead to unsurpassed
marketing success."--Page 4 of cover.
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